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Abstract
How many unit n−dimensional spheres can simultaneously touch or kiss a central n−dimensional
unit sphere? Beyond mathematics this question has implications for fields such as cryptography
and the structure of biologic and chemical macromolecules. The kissing number is only known
for dimensions 1-4, 8 and 24 (2, 6, 12, 24, 240, 19650, respectively) and only particularly obvious
for dimensions one and two. Indeed, in four dimensions it is not even known if Platonic polytope
unique to that dimension known as the 24-cell is the unique kissing configuration. We have not
been able to prove that the 24-cell is unique, but, using a physical approach utilizing the hopf map
from four to three dimensions, we for the first time delimit the possible other configurations which
could be kissing in four dimensions.
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How many solid unit n-dimensional spheres can be placed such that each touches a central
unit n-dimensional sphere? This question is known as the n-dimensional kissing problem,
and the number of unit spheres that can so touch the central sphere the n-dimensional kissing
number. The kissing problem has applications to many and diverse fields: optical systems[1],
cryptography[2], botany[3], and understanding the structure of biologic [4] and chemical
macromolecules[5]. As well, physics inspired/physical based thinking about arrangement
problems[6] can then lead to observation of new physical phenomena[7]. In one-dimension
the unit sphere is a closed unit line segment, and the one-dimensional kissing number is
clearly two. In two dimension the unit sphere is unit disc and the kissing number (as one can
readily see by using seven of the same round coin) is six. In three dimensions the problem is
more subtle. Indeed, in a famous dispute (possibly apocryphal[8]) in the 1690’s Isaac Newton
argued that the kissing number is 12, while David Gregory thought it was 13. Perhaps not
surprisingly, Newton was correct, though it took more than two and a half centuries to prove
it[9]. In higher dimensions the problem becomes even harder. Applying linear programming
methods of Delsarte [10–12] to exceptionally symmetric structures that exist in 8 and 24
dimensions Levenstein [13] and Odlyzko and Sloane [14] were able to prove in 1979 that
the kissing numbers are 240 and 196560, respectively. Despite the existence of a plantonic
polytope (known as the 24-cell) unique to four dimensions which is a kissing configuration of
24 hyperspheres, proving that 24 is indeed the kissing number in four dimensions was a more
stubborn problem than for 8 or 24 dimensions. Indeed, the Delsarte method as typically
applied was shown [15] to bound the kissing number only to 25 or less. A few years ago
using ingenious and extensive applications of Delsarte’s method Musin[16] and subsequently
others using semidefinite programmings[17, 18] were able to prove that in fact the kissing
number in four dimensions is 24. But it is still not even known if the 24-cell is the only
configuration in 4-dimensions with kissing number of 24.
The 24-cell is shown in Figure 1. Our study of kissing configurations in 4-dimensions is
aided by what is known as the Hopf map from four to three dimensions. The Hopf map
takes points in four dimensions (w, z) —with the four coordinates as the components of the
complex numbers w and z—and |w|2 + |z|2 = 1 on the surface of a four dimensional sphere
(S3) to a pair of numbers (w, z) in C× R = R3
(w, z)→ (2wz∗, |z|2 − |w|2) in C×R = R3. (1)
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FIG. 1. 24-cell in a Schlegel-like representation
We check:
|2wz∗|2 + (|z|2 − |w|2)2 = 4|w|2|z|2 + (|z|2 − |w|2)2 = (|z|2 + |w|2)2 = 1. (2)
So this does map S3 to the ordinary sphere S2. If one fixes a point of the ordinary sphere
say (a, t) where a is complex, t is real and |a|2 + t2 = 1, then what its known as its fiber,
i.e., the set of all points which map to it, is a circle(
aeiθ√
2(1 + t)
, eiθ
√
(1 + t)/2
)
. (3)
Further details, discussions and proof of the Hopf map from S3 to S2 is given in [19].
Intuitively or physically one can think of coordinates points on the surface of a unit sphere
in four dimensions (S3) as two spherical polar coordinates on a 2-sphere (S2) (the surface of
a 3-dimensional sphere) and the third coordinate being an azimuthal angle around a circle
at the point on the 2-sphere. Since a point on S2 lifts to a circle on S3, henceforth points
on S2 will be called circles, e.g., when we say a circle on the north pole, we mean a point on
the north pole of S2 that after Hopf fibration becomes a circle on S3. We call kissing points
those on S3 separated by a distance larger or equal to 1. A representation of the 24-cell as
six circles each with four points on it is shown in Figure 2. This “Hopf perspective” of the
3-sphere gives a simple appreciation of why the 24-cell is a kissing configuration[20].
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FIG. 2. 24-cell in a orthographic projection to a plane. In the left figure lines join points on the
same circle, each circle is drawn in a diferent color. Gray lines correspond to full circles. In the
right figure lines join nearest neighbors points.
We derive a relation to obtain distances on the 3-sphere (d3) from polar coordinates on
the 2-sphere and azimuthal angle on a circle (θi). If we have two circles on S
2 separated by
d2 and lift them to S
3 using the Hopf map, we have that distance on S3 (d3) is given by:
d23 = 2−
√
4− d22 cos (θj − θi + Φij) , (4)
where Φij is an angle that depends on original coordinates in S
2:
cos Φij =
2√
4− d23
(
cos(φj − φi) sin αi
2
sin
αj
2
+
αi
2
cos
αj
2
)
, (5)
and
sin Φij =
2√
4− d23
sin(φj − φi) sin αi
2
sin
αj
2
, (6)
where φi and αi are the polar coordinates of point i on S
2 (α ∈ [0− pi], φ ∈ [0− 2pi]). We
observe that when one circle is on the north pole then Φij = 0 no matter where we place
the other on S2. We can define a minimum separation angle θmin for kissing points on S
3.
This angle can be obtained imposing d3 ≥ 1, using Eq. (4):
θmin = |θj − θi + Φij|min = cos−1
(
1√
4− d22
)
(7)
The last expression must be taken with care. When d2 >
√
3 the argument of cos−1 is larger
than one and makes no formal sense, but tell us that there is not a minimum angle between
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FIG. 3. 3x6 kissing configuration in a orthographic projection to a plane. In the left figure lines
join points on the same circle, each circle is drawn in a diferent color. Gray lines correspond to full
circles. In the right figure lines join nearest neighbors points. After a rotation in 4D, only those
points over a line passing through the center are on the same circle, i.e. antipodal points.
points on different circles separated by that large a distance. Thus, any points on S3 coming
from different circles separated a distance d3 >
√
3 are always kissing points. From the
above we easily deduce that if we have a kissing configuration and we add the same constant
c to all angles, the resultant configuration remains kissing.
After a rigid body rotation in four dimensions, points on the same circle change to diferent
circles. Points only remain over a same circle after a rotation if they are antipodal or, in
other words, these points have angles separated by pi radians. Let us have two points on S3
separated by d3 then, their circles on S
2 can be separated by a maximum distance d2;max
given by:
d2;max =
√
4− (d23 − 2)2. (8)
6×4 kissing configuration (24-cell) after a rotation becomes 12×2 since each circle have two
pairs of antipodal points. We name a configuration N×n irreducible if N it is the maximum
integer we can get after any rotation of S3. Any configuration with only one point or two
antipodal points per circle is irreducible. 3×6 kissing configuration is reducible to 9×2 after
rotation in S3, see Fig. 3. Anstreicher [21] showed that the unique antipodal configuration
with 24 points is the 24-cell. Then to see if there are other configurations of 24 kissing
points in four dimensions one has to consider configurations of the form N × 2 + n×1 for
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FIG. 4. Cohn and Woo’s 22 spheres kissing configuration in a orthographic projection to a plane.
It is shown 1× 6 + 6× 2 but after a rotation it becomes a 11× 2. In the left figure lines join points
on the same circle, each circle is drawn in a diferent color. Gray lines correspond to full circles. In
the right figure lines join nearest neighbors points.
N = 11, 10, 9, . . . , 0.
Can there exist a 24-point kissing configuration of the form 11 × 2 + 2× 1? The only
kissing configuration with 11 antipodal points (11 × 2) not simply a subset of the 24-cell
known was recently found by Cohn and Woo[22]. This is shown in Figure 4. Coordinates of
this configuration can be obtained from the Hopf map using equation 3 and:
a = 0, t = 0, θ = (n− 1/2)pi
3
(n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
a = 0± i√3/2, t = −1/2, θ = pi/2, 3pi/2
a = ±√3/2, t = −1/2, θ = pi/2, 3pi/2
a = ±2/3± i2/3, t = −1/2, θ = 0, pi/2
Which corresponds to a 1 × 6 + 8 × 2 configuration but reducible to a 11 × 2 after a
rotation in 4D.
We now prove that kissing configurations of the form 11× 2 + 2× 1 are not possible. For
say there were such a configuration then by removing each of the singletons as we show below
one would get a kissing configuration of the form 12× 2–two different kissing configurations
with twelve antipodal pairs thus contradicting Anstricher[21].
As we mentioned, each point in S3 can be represented by a point on S2 and an angle.
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Let say that, for 11×2+2×1, angles are named αi,k where i=1,. . .,13, k=1,2 for i ≤11 and
k=1 for i=12,13. Antipodal points are on the same circle and verify: αi,1 = αi,2 + pi. So
we must check that α12,2 = α12,1 + pi is kissing to probe that no irreducible 11 × 2 + 2 × 1
kissing exists. Distance in S3 between two points is given by Eq. 4, and we can rewrite:
d23 = 2−
√
4− d2i,j cos
(
αi,ki − αj,kj + Φij
)
, (9)
where di,j is the distance on S
2 between circles i and j and Φi,j is an angle that depends
on relative positions of circles i and j as previously stated. We remove a point and get
11× 2 + 1× 1, since is a kissing config:
2−√4− d12,j cos (α12,1 − αj,1 + Φ12,j) ≥ 1
and
2−√4− d12,j cos (α12,1 − αj,2 + Φ12,j) ≥ 1
for each j=1,...,11.
As αj,2 + pi = αj,1 we can write the latter expression as:
2−√4− d12,j cos (α12,1 − αj,1 + pi + Φ12,j) ≥ 1
or
2−√4− d12,j cos ((α12,1 + pi)− αj,1 + Φ12,j) ≥ 1
and easy to get also:
2−√4− d12,j cos ((α12,1 + pi − αj,2 + Φ12,j) ≥ 1
for each i=1,. . .,11, thus, α12,1 + pi (antipodal) is also a kissing point.
Using this proof we also show that there can be no kissing configurations of the form
10×2 + 3×1 (and thus certainly no configurations of the form 10×2 + 4×1) or of the form
9× 2 + 6× 1. Indeed if there were a kissing configuration of the form 10× 2 + 3× 1 and an
antipodal point were added to one of the singletons one would have a configuration of the
form 11× 2 + 2× 1 which we just showed is not possible. As above if one adds an antipodal
point to a 10×2+3×1 configuration the antipodal point is kissing with the 10×2 antipodal
points and of course kissing with its antipodal partner. The only thing new to be shown is
that is kissing with the other two singletons. Let us say that a unit sphere p1 is in the cover
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FIG. 5. All possible covering graphs for 3 spheres. If we have the case a), the we can add 3
antipodal points to that configuration obtaining a not allowed 13 × 2 kissing configuration. If we
have case b), it is possible to add the antipodal to not bounded sphere getting a 11 × 2 + 2 × 1
kissing configuration, which is not allowed. For case c), removing the central sphere, we could add
two antipodal points getting a 12 × 2 kissing config. This must be the 24-cell, thus, not possible.
Case d) is not possible because violates the antitransitive property.
set of another unit sphere p2 (p1 ∈ cov(p2)) if it is not possible to place a third unit sphere
on the antipodal of p1 and get a kissing config. This is clearly symmetric, p1 ∈ cov(p2)⇒ p2
∈ cov(p1) and is antitransitive: p1 ∈ cov(p2) and p2 ∈ cov(p3) ⇒ p1 /∈ cov(p3). This can be
represented graphically using graphs were triangles are not allowed. Each point in the graph
is a unit sphere and a bond between to spheres implies covering. In figure 5 we show the
covering posibilities for 3 spheres, what show that a 10×2+3×1 kissing configuration would
imply the existence of a forbidden kissing configuration. In these graphs, the existence of
a sphere without bonds would imply that we can get a (N + 1) × 2 + (n − 1) × 1 kissing
configuration from any N×2+n×1 kissing arrangement. If we have in the graph an sphere
with just one bond, we would be able to obtain a (N+1)×2+(n−2)×1 from N×2+n×1.
On the other hand, if we have an sphere p1 with n/2 bonds, we can remove all spheres not
in cov(p1) and then after adding antipodal to spheres in cov(p1) we get a (N + n/2) × 2
kissing configuration from N × 2 + n× 1.
Next let us show that kissing configurations of the form 9× 2 + 6× 1 cannot exist. If we
have any of the six spheres in the singleton with a number of elements in its cover set less or
greater than 2, then we would get a forbidden kissing config as demostrated above. Then,
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FIG. 6. Covering graph for 6 spheres. Removing squares and adding antipodal to circles we get a
12× 2 kissing configuration or removing circles and adding antipodal to squares we get a different
12× 2 kissing configuration.
the only graph to analyze is shown in Fig. 6, that would imply the existence of two diferent
12× 2 kissing configurations. We have not been able to continue this line of potential proof
of the uniqueness of the 24-cell to configurations of the form 8× 2 + 8× 1.
But we are able to delimit the possible maximal kissing configurations in four dimensions
to deriving from at least sixteen circles on S2. In trying to find a 16 × 1 configuration it
is easy to construct one analytically starting from 3 × 5 + 1 × 1 where first 3 circles are
equispaced on the equator and the last one is on the north pole. We place, for example,
θ=0,61,122,185,250 degrees for circles on equator and θ=300 for the circle at the pole and
that config is kissing and after a rotation in 4D becomes a 16× 1 since no point is antipodal
of any other. If we put θ = npi/3, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 the config is also kissing but after a
rotation it changes to an irreducible 6×2+4×1. The configuration of the form n x 1 (n the
number of circles on S2) with the largest n of which we are aware is has N= 22[23]. While
we have not been able to prove that the 24-cell is the unique kissing configuration in four
dimensions, for the first time we have been able to delimit the space of other configurations
that could possibly be kissing. We hope that our findings and approach may be helpful in
learning more about kissing configurations in four and higher dimensions.
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